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Abstract

Inliers estimation constitutes a pivotal step in partially
overlapping point cloud registration. Existing methods
broadly obey coordinate-based scheme, where inlier con-
fidence is scored through simply capturing coordinate dif-
ferences in the context. However, this scheme results in
massive inlier misinterpretation readily, consequently af-
fecting the registration performance. In this paper, we ex-
plore to extend a new definition called inlier confidence cal-
ibration (ICC) to alleviate the above issues. Firstly, we pro-
vide finely initial correspondences for ICC in order to gen-
erate high quality reference point cloud copy correspond-
ing to the source point cloud. In particular, we develop
a soft assignment matrix optimization theorem that offers
faster speed and greater precision compared to Sinkhorn.
Benefiting from the high quality reference copy, we argue
the neighborhood patch formed by inlier and its neighbor-
hood should have consistency between source point cloud
and its reference copy. Based on this insight, we con-
struct transformation-invariant geometric constraints and
capture geometric structure consistency to calibrate inlier
confidence for estimated correspondences between source
point cloud and its reference copy. Finally, transformation
is further calculated by the weighted SVD algorithm with
the calibrated inlier confidence. Our model is trained in
an unsupervised manner, and extensive experiments on syn-
thetic and real-world datasets illustrate the effectiveness of
the proposed method.

1. Introduction
With the rapid development of 3D data acquisition technol-
ogy, point cloud data collected by LiDAR [45], Structured
Light Sensors [30], and Stereo Cameras [9] has become
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Figure 1. A toy example of proposed geometric constraints for
inlier confidence calibration. The indicative center points pair is
inlier pair in reality. (a) shows the situation without constraints.
(b) demonstrates the situation with reliable geometric constraints.
The experimental results are derived from ablation study.

ubiquitous in various 3D computer vision and robotics ap-
plications [6, 20], such as autopilot [15], surgical navigation
[23], and simultaneous localization and mapping [11]. In
such applications, rigid body point cloud registration plays
an essential role, which aims to find a rigid transformation
to align one point cloud to another.

The recent advances have been dominated by learning-
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based methods. Most of these methods focus on solv-
ing the point cloud registration task in a supervised man-
ner [16, 21, 27, 33, 38–41]. They require labeled data as
the supervision signal to learn effective representations. In
addition, obtaining labeled data is cumbersome and time-
consuming, which may hinder applications in real world.
To overcome this limitation, unsupervised point cloud reg-
istration is gradually garnering the interest of researchers
[17, 24, 32]. However, in partially overlapping scenarios,
learning-based methods must achieve robust inlier estima-
tion, as inlier estimation serves as a fundamental source
for identifying overlapping regions and predicting transfor-
mation. Existing methods broadly obey coordinate-based
scheme, where inlier confidence are scored through sim-
ply capturing coordinate differences in the context. Mean-
while, the current guiding principle is that the reduced con-
fidence of points pair indicates to the diminished probability
that they represent inliers. But this assertion is not univer-
sally valid. The significant differences in coordinate present
among point clouds pose a considerable challenge in differ-
entiating inliers, thereby elevating the risk of misinterpre-
tation. Thus, a crucial question remains to be addressed in
order to make point cloud registration a success: How to
alleviate the bias in inlier confidence caused by massive co-
ordinate differences?

We provide answer to this question in Figure 1. Our key
insight is that simple coordinates cannot provide strong evi-
dence for scoring inlier confidence. In Figure 1a, the indica-
tive center points pair is very difficult to distinguish because
of coordinate differences, which diminish the confidence of
this points pair and further classifiy it as an outlier pair. To
alleviate this issue, we construct transformation-invariant
geometric constraints for center points pair in Figure 1b.
This strategy is based on two intuitive observations: (i) a
rigorously defined property of rigid transformation, i.e., it
does not change the length of a vector and an angle between
two vectors (isometric isomorphism). (ii) the neighborhood
patch fromed by inlier and its neighborhood should have
consistency. Under strict constraints, the inlier confidence
in Figure 1a can be effectively calibrate.

Motivated by the discussion above, in this paper, we ex-
plore to extend a new definition called inlier confidence cal-
ibration (ICC) for point cloud registration. Note that our
method adheres to the pipeline of “pseudo correspondences-
to-inlier estimation” [32, 38], which encompass critical task
reference point cloud copy generation and scoring inlier
confidence, respectively. A prerequisite for the success of
ICC is the provision of high quality reference copy. Firstly,
we provide finely initial correspondences to generate high
quality reference point cloud copy corresponding to the
source point cloud. In particular, we develop a soft assign-
ment matrix optimization theorem that offers faster speed
and greater precision compared to Sinkhorn [25]. This the-

orem is founded on the unique properties of the Gaussian
distribution and cancels independent row and column nor-
malization iteratively, along with the extra dustbin param-
eters in Sinkhorn. Benefiting from the high quality refer-
ence copy, we argue the neighborhood patch formed by in-
lier and its neighborhood should have consistency between
source point cloud and its reference copy. Based on this in-
sight, we construct transformation-invariant geometric con-
straints and capture geometric structure consistency to cal-
ibrate inlier confidence for each point pair between source
point cloud and its reference copy. Finally, transformation
are further calculated by the weighted SVD algorithm with
the estimated correspondences and the calibrated inlier con-
fidence. Our model is trained in an unsupervised manner,
and extensive experiments on the synthetic datasets Mod-
elNet40 [35], Augmented ICL-NUIM [7] and real-world
dataset 7Scenes [43] demonstrate our model achieves com-
petitive performance.

To summarize, our contributions are as follows:
• An effective ICC method for point cloud registration

by constructing transformation-invariant geometric con-
straints.

• A soft assignment matrix optimization theorem that offers
faster speed and greater precision compared to Sinkhorn,
which can provide finely initial correspondences for ICC
in order to generate the reference point cloud copy corre-
sponding to the source point cloud.

• Under the unsupervised setting, the constructed geomet-
ric constraints provides self-supervised signal and opti-
mization objective for model training.

2. Related Works
Traditional point cloud registration methods. Most tra-
ditional methods require a good initial transformation and
converge to the local minima near the initialization point.
One of the most profound methods is the Iterative Clos-
est Point (ICP) algorithm [4], which begins with an ini-
tial transformation and iteratively alternates between solv-
ing two trivial subproblems: finding the closest points as
correspondence under current transformation, and comput-
ing optimal transformation by SVD [19] based on identi-
fied correspondences. Though ICP can complete a high-
precision registration, it is susceptible to the initial pertur-
bation. In recent years, variants of ICP have been proposed
[5, 14, 28, 31], and they can improve the defects of ICP and
enhance the registration accuracy [3]. However, these meth-
ods retain a few essential drawbacks. Firstly, they depend
strongly on the initialization. Secondly, it is difficult to in-
tegrate them into the deep learning pipeline as they lack dif-
ferentiability. Thirdly, explicit estimation of corresponding
points leads to quadratic complexity scaling with the num-
ber of points [29], which can introduce significant compu-
tational challenges.
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Learning-based registration methods. At present, most
learning-based methods are based on supervision [12, 27,
33, 40]. PointnetLK [1] is a classical correspondence-free
method, which calculates global feature descriptors through
PointNet and iteratively uses the Inverse Compositional for-
mulation and Lucas & Kanade algorithm [22, 37] to mini-
mize distance between the descriptors to achieve registra-
tion. RPM-Net [38] utilizes the differentiable Sinkhorn
layer and annealing to get soft assignments of point corre-
spondences from hybrid features learned from both spatial
coordinates and local geometry.

Recently, unsupervised point cloud registration has
gained increasing attention due to its applicability in sce-
narios where labeled training data is scarce or unavailable.
Some methods have been proposed to address this chal-
lenge and achieved promising results [2, 8, 10, 17, 18].
Feature-metric point cloud registration framework (FMR)
[16] enforces the optimisation of registration by minimising
a feature-metric projection error with a autoencoder-based
network. CEMNet [17] treats the point cloud registration as
a reinforcement learning task. However, the current meth-
ods lack a concept of calibrating inlier confidence, which
poses a potential challenge for partially overlapping point
cloud registration. In comparison, our method provide a re-
liable ICC by constructing strict constraints.

3. Method
Given two point clouds: source point cloud P = {pi ∈
R3 | i = 1, . . . , N} and reference point cloud Q = {qj ∈
R3 | j = 1, . . . ,M}, where each point is represented as a
vector of (x, y, z) coordinates. Our goal is to estimate a
rigid transformation {R, t} which accurately aligns P and
Q, with a 3D rotation R ∈ SO(3) and a 3D translation
t ∈ R3.

In this paper, our method adheres to the pipeline of
“pseudo correspondences-to-inlier estimation” [32, 38],
which encompass two critical task: reference point cloud
copy generation and scoring inlier confidence. A prerequi-
site for the success of ICC is the provision of high quality
reference copy. Firstly, we provide finely initial correspon-
dences to generate high quality reference point cloud copy
corresponding to the source point cloud (Section 3.1). In
particular, we develop a soft assignment matrix optimiza-
tion theorem that offers faster speed and greater precision
compared to Sinkhorn. Benefiting from the high quality
reference copy, we argue the neighborhood patch formed
by inlier and its neighborhood should have consistency be-
tween source point cloud and its reference copy. Based on
this insight, we construct transformation-invariant geomet-
ric constraints and capture geometric structure consistency
to calibrate inlier confidence for each point pair between
source point cloud and its reference copy (Section 3.2). The
pipeline is illustrated in Figure 2.

3.1. Finely Initial Correspondences

To generate high quality reference point cloud copy corre-
sponding to the source point cloud, constructing the match-
ing map between P and Q to refine the initial correspon-
dences is an essential prerequisite. Different from previous
work [32, 38], the model input is expanded into four point
clouds through a 1-NN strategy, a methodology whose ad-
vantages have been substantiated in [42].

Let 1-NN point cloud P̂ and Q̂ as the closest point for
each point in P and Q, respectively. Next, we construct a
local patch N◦ with K-nearest neighborhood for each point
and extract local features with Dynamic Graph CNN [34]
for input point cloud and 1-NN point cloud. Associated
learned features are denoted as FP , FP̂ , FQ and FQ̂, re-
spectively. Then, we aim to learn a soft assignment matrix
M (M̂) to explicitly indicate the matching between any two
points of P (P̂) and Q (Q̂). Ideally, there is only a sin-
gle prominent element dominating each row and column.
To further enhance M (M̂), the widely adopted method
is Sinkhorn [25], which performs the softmax operation
on column-wise and row-wise iteratively and alternatively.
However, the efficiency of Sinkhorn is limited by iterative
strategy and extra dustbin parameters. To tackle this issue,
we develop a soft assignment matrix optimization theorem
to improve M (M̂) based on the following unique proper-
ties of the Gaussian distribution, which is a promotion for
[44].

Definition 1. (Three-sigma rule). The variation or disper-
sion of data can be measured by the three-sigma rule, which
is based on the properties of the normal distribution curve,
indicating that within a dataset 99.7% of data values fall
within the range of three standard deviation from the mean.

Recalling definitions of three-sigma rule, we have the
following Theorem for M ∈ RN×M (maybe a non-square
matrix), and M̂ follows the same principles.

Theorem 1. Suppose the Mi,j obeys a series of Gaussian
distributions, ∃ two constants ϵ, ξ, such that there is only
a single prominent element dominating each row by three-
sigma rule.

Proof. Given µi and σi are the mean and standard deviation
of the i-th row of M. Mi,j is normalized in row-wise and
the normalized elements follow a standard normal distribu-
tion, i.e.:

hi,j =
Mi,j − µi

σi
∼ N (0, 1), j = 1, · · · ,M. (1)

Based on above setting, we set tuning constants ϵ and ξ to
hi,j and obtain

h̃i,j = ϵ · hi,j + ξ ∼ N (ξ, ϵ2I). (2)
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Figure 2. The pipeline of the proposed method. We first extract local features of input point cloud and 1-NN point cloud with DGCNN.
Then, we construct matching map to generate high quality reference point cloud copy Q̃ for fining inital correspondences. Based on the
observation that the neighborhood graph formed by inlier and its neighborhood should have geometric structure consistency between P
and Q̃, we construct transformation-invariant geometric structure constraints (edge and included angle) and captures their consistency to
score and calibrate the inlier confidence for each estimated correspondences between P and Q̃. Finally, the transformation is estimated
with SVD method via the calibrated inlier confidence.

For i-th row of H ∈ RN×M (h̃i,j ⊂ H), the number of
elements whose values are not less than a threshold ∆ is
calculated:

bi = |{h̃i,j | h̃i,j ≥ ∆, j = 1, 2, . . . ,M}|. (3)

We aim to prompt bi closer to 1, which means that in
each row there is only a single element dominates the row.
In addition, the N rows of H can be regarded as N in-
dependent and identically distributed events, thus the set
{b1, b2, . . . , bN} also follows a Gaussian distribution with
the expectation µb and variance σb depending on the tuning
constants ϵ, ξ. Hence, by the Definition 1, we can select
suitable values of ϵ, ξ to control the bound [µb − 3σb, µb +
3σb], which is centered around 1, such that the expectation
of only a single element dominates the row can be imple-
mented.

Theorem 1 tells us that column-wise and row-wise iter-
atively and alternatively may be not essential. Operating
solely on the rows can achieve the objective with higher ef-
ficiency and accuracy (Please refer to Section 4.4).

Based on the scores in soft assignment matrix H and Ĥ,
we construct dual neighborhood matching map by fusing
and averaging matching scores of each N◦:

Gi,j =
1

K

∑
pi′∈Npi

∑
qj′∈Nqj

Hi′,j′+
1

K

∑
p̂i′∈Np̂i

∑
q̂j′∈Nq̂j

Ĥi′,j′ .

(4)

Finally, we formulate the final matching map as:

Fi,j =softmax
(
−D′

i,1,−D′
i,2, . . . ,−D′

i,M

)
j
,

D′
i,j =exp (α−Gi,j) ∗

(
Di,j + D̂i,j

)
,

(5)

where Di,j = ∥Fpi
−Fqj

∥2 and D̂i,j = ∥Fp̂i
−Fq̂j

∥2 de-
note the Euclidean distance between learned local features,
D′

i,j is negatively related to the matching score Gi,j . We
utilize the exponential strategy to control the changing ra-
tio, along with a hyper-parameter α to control the influence
of the dual neighborhood matching [32].

Based on the high quality matching map F ∈ RN×M ,
we generate the reference point cloud copy Q̃ ∈ RN×3 in-
cluding finely inital correspondences for each point pi in
source point cloud P:

C′ =
{
(pi, q̃i) | i = 1, . . . , N, q̃i ∈ Q̃

}
, (6)

where

q̃i =

M∑
j=1

Fi,j · qj . (7)

3.2. Inlier Confidence Calibration

After generating reference copy Q̃, we score inlier confi-
dence for each point pair in C′. However, existing methods
broadly obey coordinate-based scheme, where inlier confi-
dence are scored through simply capturing coordinate dif-
ferences in the context, and the current guiding principle
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is that the reduced confidence of points pair indicates to
the diminished probability that they represent inliers. But
this assertion is not universally valid. The significant differ-
ences in coordinate pose a challenge in differentiating in-
liers, thereby elevating the risk of misinterpretation.

In this section, we explore to extend a new definition
called ICC to alleviate the above issues. Benefiting from the
high quality matching map F in Section 3.1, we argue that
the neighborhood patch formed by inlier and its neighbor-
hood should have consistency between source point cloud
and its reference copy, i.e., if pi is an inlier, its neighbor-
hood points also tend to be the inliers and q̃i have geometric
structure neighborhood consistency in the reference copy.
Conversely, if pi is an outlier, its neighborhood may also be
the outliers and spatial structure is prone to be significantly
different from the reference copy neighborhood. Based on
this observation, we construct transformation-invariant ge-
ometric constraints and formulate geometric structure con-
sistency between Npi

and Nq̃i
to calibrate inlier confidence

for estimated correspondences between source point cloud
and its reference copy.

We first construct a learnable neighborhood graph by
transformation-invariant geometric structure constraints of
Npi

and Nq̃i
, which consists of edge representation and an-

gle representation:

ep
i,k = pi − pk, a

p
r,s = ∠

(
ep
i,r, e

p
i,s

)
,

eq̃
i,k = q̃i − q̃k, a

q̃
r,s = ∠

(
eq̃
i,r, e

q̃
i,s

)
,

i ̸= k, k = 1, . . . ,K r, s ∈ {1, . . . ,K}

(8)

where pk and q̃k are the points in Npi
and Nq̃i

. More-
over, these representations express sensitive and discrimi-
native geometric structure in the point cloud, and provide
adequate geometric cues for subsequent pipeline.

In order to better capture the neighborhood relevance and
promote contextual message propagation, we utilize Multi-
layer Perceptron (MLP) fθ with parameters θ to fuse rep-
resentations and characterize the consistency between the
neighborhoods by the subtraction of the fused geometric
representations:

di,k = fθ

(
concat

(
ep
i,k,a

p
r,s

))
−fθ

(
concat

(
eq̃
i,k,a

q̃
r,s

))
.

(9)
Next, the model further adaptively learns the attention coef-
ficients δi,k of each geometric structure consistency:

δi,k = softmax (fµ (di,1) , fµ (di,2) , . . . , fµ (di,K))k ,
(10)

where fµ is another MLP with parameters µ. Then, inlier
confidence wi of correspondence (pi, q̃i) is calculated by
aggregating the geometric structure consistency weighted:

wi = 1− Tanh

(∣∣∣∣∣l
(

K∑
k=1

δi,k ∗ di,k

)∣∣∣∣∣
)
, (11)

where l is a linear function. Through strict geometric con-
straints, the scored inlier confidence can be effectively cali-
brated, ensuring the sustained high credibility of wi. How-
ever, some potential repetitive structures, textureless struc-
tures and other uncertain factors may still exist. In order to
enhance the robustness of the proposed method and reduce
the bias caused by the above issues, we select inlier corre-
spondences from C′ with the largest Nc inlier confidence:

Ch = {(ph, q̃h) | h ∈ Topk (wi) , i = 1, . . . , Nc} . (12)

Finally, transformation {Rest, test} can be solved in closed
form using weighted SVD, which has been shown to be dif-
ferentiable in [26]:

Rest, test = min
R,t

∑
(pi,q̃i)∈Ch

wi∥R · pi + t − q̃i∥22. (13)

Besides, ICC provides useful byproduct for unsuper-
vised learning, which can be reliable self-supervised signal.
More details can be seen in the following section.

3.3. Optimization

In this section, we conduct four loss functions for model
optimization. Moreover, the proposed model is trained in
an unsupervised manner instead of using the ground-truth
transformations.
Global Consistency Loss. We investigate the global con-
sistency loss between the final transformed source point
cloud P ′ and the reference point cloud Q. Specifically,
the Huber function is utilized to assemble the global con-
sistency loss, which is defined as follow:

Lgc =
∑

p′∈P′

Hβ

(
min
q∈Q

∥p′ − q∥22
)

+
∑
q∈Q

Hβ

(
min

p′∈P′
∥q − p′∥22

)
.

(14)

However, relying solely on global consistency loss is detri-
mental to the accuracy and reliability of our model. Since
the model may still potentially converge to sub-optimization
due to the existing outliers, leading massive potential infor-
mation of point cloud is wasted. Hence, it is critical to mine
the potential self-supervised signals in the point cloud and
construct loss functions based on other existing elements.
Dual Neighborhood Consistency Loss. Based on reliable
inlier correspondences in Equation 12, we denote the in-
liers set of the source and its reference point cloud copy as
X ∈ RNc×3 and Y ∈ RNc×3, respectively. We utilize the
neighborhood between the inliers to construct consistency
objective, which aims to minimize the registration error be-
tween each neighborhood Nxi and Nyi :

Lin =
∑

xi∈X,yi∈Y

∑
pj∈Nxi ,q̃j∈Nyi

∥∥Restpj + test − q̃j

∥∥
2
,

(15)
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where Nxi is transformed by Nyi .
Geometric Structure Consistency Loss. The geomet-
ric signal buried in point cloud is readily ignored, which
hinders ICC. To address this issue, we design a geomet-
ric neighborhood loss with the reliable geometric self-
supervised signal proposed in Section 3.2:

Lgs =
∑

xi∈X,yi∈Y

∑
pj∈Nxi ,q̃j∈Nyi

∥∥∥ep
i,j − eq̃

i,j

∥∥∥
2
+

∑
xi∈X,yi∈Y

∑
pj∈Nxi ,q̃j∈Nyi

∥∥∥ap
r,s − aq̃

r,s

∥∥∥
2
,

(16)

where ap
r,s and aq̃

r,s is calculated by ep
i,j and eq̃

i,j shown in
Equation 8.
Spatial Consistency Loss. We further explore to elimi-
nate the spatial difference between the estimated correspon-
dence and the real correspondence for each selected inlier
xi and utilize spatial consistency loss with cross-entropy to
sharpen matching map G:

Lsc = − 1

|X|
∑
xi∈X

M∑
j=1

Jj = argmax
j′

Gi,j′K logGi,j , (17)

where J·K is the Iverson bracket. Spatial consistency loss
encourages to improve the matching probability and thus
the estimated correspondence point in reference copy tends
to have an stable position.
Overall Loss. Since our work utilize an iterative scheme,
we compute the loss at each iteration Nl and have the
weighted sum loss:

L =

Nl∑
l=1

(
Ll
gc + γLl

in + ρLl
gs + λLl

sc

)
, (18)

where γ, ρ and λ are trade-off parameters to control corre-
sponding loss function.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Setup

We compare our method to traditional methods and recent
state of the arts learning-based methods. The traditional
methods include ICP [4] , FGR [16] and FPFH + RANSAC
[13]. The recent learning based methods include IDAM
[21], FMR [16], RPMNet [38], CEMNet [17], REGTR [39],
GeoTransformer [27] and RIE [32]. For consistency with
previous work, we measure Mean Isotropic Error (MIE) and
Mean Absolute Error (MAE).

4.2. ModelNet40 Dataset and Evaluation

Noted that, to simulate partial-to-partial registration, the
reference point cloud Q and the source point cloud P are
cropped respectively, and retain 70% of the points.

Method MAE(R) MAE(t) MIE(R) MIE(t)

ICP [4] (⃝) 3.4339 0.0114 6.7706 0.0227
FGR [16] (⃝) 0.5972 0.0021 1.1563 0.0041
FPFH+RANSAC [13] (⃝) 0.7031 0.0025 1.2772 0.0050
IDAM [21] (▲) 0.4243 0.0020 0.8170 0.0040
RPMNet [38] (▲) 0.0051 0.0000 0.0201 0.0000
FMR [16] (▲) 3.6497 0.0101 7.2810 0.0200
REGTR [39] (▲) 0.1894 0.0015 0.3493 0.0030
GeoTransformer [27] (▲) 0.5970 0.0057 0.9010 0.0102
CEMNet [17] (△) 0.1385 0.0001 0.2489 0.0002
RIE [32] (△) 0.0033 0.0000 0.0210 0.0000

Ours (△) 0.0012 0.0000 0.0192 0.0000

Table 1. Evaluation results on ModelNet40. Bold indicates the
best performance and underline indicates the second-best perfor-
mance. (⃝), (▲) and (△) denote the traditional, supervised and
unsupervised methods, respectively.

Unseen Objects. Our models are trained and tested on
datasets comprising of samples belonging to the same cate-
gories, and both the training and test sets are obtained with-
out any preprocessing or manipulation. We apply a random
transformation on the reference point cloud Q to generate
corresponding source point cloud P . Table 1 shows quanti-
tative results of the various algorithms under current experi-
mental settings. The proposed method substantially outper-
forms all baseline in all metrics. We can observe our method
can even outperform the supervised IDAM, RPMNet, FMR,
REGTR and GeoTransformer by a large margin. Benefit-
ing from ICC, our method attains highly accurate registra-
tion and improves the registration accuracy by an order of
magnitude. In order to show the effect of our proposed ap-
proach clearly, a qualitative comparison of the registration
results can be found in Figure 3. Our method ensures mini-
mal impact on changing of the shape, and achieves the best
performance even on asymmetric shape.
Unseen Categories. To verify the generalization ability on
categories, we train the models on the first 20 categories
and test on the remaining unseen categories. The results are
summarized in Table 2. We can observe that the majority of
baseline consistently exhibit lower performance on the un-
seen categories, especially learning-based methods. In con-
trast, traditional algorithms are less susceptible to this is-
sue due to the insensitivity of handcrafted methods to shape
variance [36]. Our registration process remains highly pre-
cise, achieving the lowest error across all metrics, while also
maintaining acceptable levels of fluctuation.
Gaussian Noise. In order to assess performance in the
presence of noise, which is commonly encountered in real-
world point clouds, we train our model on noise-free data
and then evaluate all baselines using a test set featuring
Gaussian noise. We randomly and independently generate
noisy points to introduce noise into in source point cloud
and reference point cloud by sampling from N (0, 0.5) and
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Input ICP FGR FPFH+RANSAC FMR RPMNet OursRIE

Figure 3. Qualitative comparison of the registration results on unseen objects data (blue: source point cloud, yellow: reference point cloud,
green: transformed source point cloud).

clipped to [−1.0, 1.0]. This experiment is significantly chal-
lenging, as constructing matching map and ICC become
much more difficult. As shown in Table 2, our method out-
performs other baselines. The experimental results demon-
strate that our method is robust to the noise. In addition,
experimental results indirectly confirms the generality and
high adaptability of ICC in point cloud registration with par-
tially overlapping.

Method MAE(R) MAE(t) MIE(R) MIE(t)

Unseen Categories

ICP [4] (⃝) 3.6099 0.0116 7.0556 0.0228
FGR [16] (⃝) 0.4579 0.0016 0.8442 0.0032
FPFH+RANSAC [13] (⃝) 0.4427 0.0021 0.9447 0.0043
IDAM [21] (▲) 0.4809 0.0028 0.9157 0.0055
RPMNet [38] (▲) 0.0064 0.0001 0.0207 0.0001
FMR [16] (▲) 3.8594 0.0114 7.6450 0.0225
CEMNet[17] (△) 0.0804 0.0002 0.1405 0.0003
RIE [32] (△) 0.0059 0.0000 0.0228 0.0001

Ours (△) 0.0022 0.0000 0.0189 0.0000

Gaussian Noise

ICP [4] (⃝) 4.6441 0.0167 9.2194 0.0333
FGR [16] (⃝) 1.0676 0.0036 2.0038 0.0072
FPFH+RANSAC [13] (⃝) 1.4316 0.0061 2.5345 0.0120
IDAM [21] (▲) 2.3076 0.0124 4.5332 0.0246
RPMNet [38] (▲) 1.5890 0.0175 2.9830 0.0378
FMR [16] (▲) 18.0355 0.0536 35.7986 0.1063
CEMNet[17] (△) 10.7026 0.0393 21.1836 0.0781
RIE [32] (△) 0.0431 0.0004 0.0776 0.0008

Ours (△) 0.0088 0.0001 0.0245 0.0002

Table 2. Evaluation results on ModelNet40. Bold indicates the
best performance and underline indicates the second-best perfor-
mance. (⃝), (▲) and (△) denote the traditional, supervised and
unsupervised methods, respectively.

4.3. Other Datasets and Evaluation

We further conduct comparison evaluation on other
datasets: 7Scenes and Augmented ICL-NUIM. We sam-
ple the reference point clouds to 2,048 points and ran-
domly sample three Euler angle rotations within [0◦, 45◦]
and translations within [−0.5, 0.5] on each axis as the rigid
transformation to obtain source point clouds, then down-
sample the point clouds to 1,536 points to generate the
partial data. As demonstrated in Table 4, our method ex-
hibits extremely higher registration precision on all criteria
on Augmneted ICL-NUIM and 7Scenes, especially the ro-
tation error. We can summarize our method has best perfor-
mance and is comfortable with real-world dataset.

4.4. Ablation Study and Analysis

Soft Assignment Matrix Optimization Theorem. We
compare the developed theorem with the Sinkhorn, and
evaluate precision and efficiency against Sinkhorn, which
iterate 1 (Sinkhorn-1) and 5 (Sinkhorn-5) times. As shown
in Figure 4, we can observe that under the same tolerant
error, the developed theorem demonstrates superior perfor-
mance, especially the optimization for rotation. Addition-
ally, the proposed theorem improves the efficiency up to
nearly 2× compared to Sinkhorn-1 and nearly up to 5×
compared to Sinkhorn-5. It needs to be emphasized once
again that the proposed theorem has a smaller computa-
tional complexity than Sinkhorn as shown in Table 5, since
this theorem does not normalize the rows and columns re-
peatedly, and only operate on the rows.
Geometric Constraints. To investigate whether geomet-
ric constraints are meaningful to ICC, we conduct an ex-
periment to verify our motivation. Experimental results are
shown in the first row of Table 3. Compared to constraints-
free, which score inlier confidence by simple coordinates,
geometric constraints effectively generate more convincing
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Geometric
Constraints

Lgc Lin Lgs Lsc
ModelNet40 7Scenes

MAE(R) MAE(t) MIE(R) MIE(R) MAE(R) MAE(t) MIE(R) MIE(R)

" " N/A " 1.0123 0.0161 1.8398 0.0350 2.2238 0.0148 4.3698 0.0286
" " " " 0.3998 0.0061 0.7665 0.0129 0.0042 0.0000 0.0217 0.0001
" " " " 22.5199 0.1340 42.4428 0.2710 3.3087 0.0340 5.8770 0.0657
" " " " 0.0070 0.0001 0.0235 0.0002 0.0037 0.0000 0.0186 0.0001
" " " " 0.1125 0.0014 0.01862 0.0030 0.0142 0.0001 0.0345 0.0003
" " " " " 0.0012 0.0000 0.0192 0.0000 0.0033 0.0000 0.0181 0.0001

Table 3. Ablation study of different components. Lgc, Lin, Lgs and Lsc: Each Loss Function in Equation 18.

Method MAE(R) MAE(t) MIE(R) MIE(t)

Augmented ICL-NUIM

ICP [4] (⃝) 2.4022 0.0699 4.4832 0.1410
FGR [16] (⃝) 2.2477 0.0808 4.1850 0.1573
FPFH+RANSAC [13] (⃝) 1.2349 0.0429 2.3167 0.0839
IDAM [21] (▲) 4.4153 0.1385 8.6178 0.2756
RPMNet [38] (▲) 0.3267 0.0125 0.6277 0.0246
FMR [16] (▲) 1.1085 0.0398 2.1323 0.0786
CEMNet[17] (△) 0.2374 0.0005 0.3987 0.0010
RIE [32] (△) 0.0492 0.0023 0.0897 0.0049

Ours (△) 0.0048 0.0002 0.0199 0.0003

7Scenes

ICP [4] (⃝) 6.0091 0.0130 13.0484 0.0260
FGR [16] (⃝) 0.0919 0.0004 0.1705 0.0008
FPFH+RANSAC [13] (⃝) 1.2325 0.0062 2.1875 0.0124
IDAM [21] (▲) 5.6727 0.0303 11.5949 0.0629
RPMNet [38] (▲) 0.3885 0.0021 0.7649 0.0042
FMR [16] (▲) 2.5438 0.0072 4.9089 0.0150
CEMNet[17] (△) 0.0559 0.0001 0.0772 0.0003
RIE [32] (△) 0.0121 0.0001 0.0299 0.0001

Ours (△) 0.0033 0.0000 0.0181 0.0001

Table 4. Evaluation results on Augmented ICL-NUIM and
7Scenes. Bold indicates the best performance and underline in-
dicates the second-best performance. (⃝), (▲) and (△) denote the
traditional, supervised and unsupervised methods, respectively.

Complexity

Sinkhorn with dustbin parameters O((N + 1)× (M + 1))
Sinkhorn with iterate G times O(G× (N ×M))
Proposed theorem O(N)

Table 5. Computational complexity of Sinkhorn and the proposed
theorem comparison.

scoring mechanism. Noted that geometric constraints pro-
vide a self-supervised signal for our model, and Lgs is de-
signed based on this signal. Therefore, when geometric
constraints is deleted, the loss function Lgs should not par-
ticipate in optimization.
Loss Function. We evaluate the performance of the model

Times(10-5s)

Proposed Theorem

Figure 4. Comparisons between the proposed theorem and the
Sinkhorn in terms of precision and efficiency.

with different loss functions. Comprehensively, lacking any
part of L will degrade the performance of the model. Com-
paring 2∼5 rows in Table 3, the error observed in the third
row is extremely large, primarily due to the absence of any
optimization objective related to transformation in the loss
function. This significantly reduces the registration perfor-
mance of the model. In particular, this ablation study con-
firms the byproduct of ICC Lgs can provide reliable and
effective self-supervised signal for model optimization.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we explore to extend a new definition
called inlier confidence calibration (ICC). Existing meth-
ods broadly obey coordinate-based scheme, where inlier
confidence is scored through simply capturing coordinate
differences in the context. However, this scheme re-
sults in massive inlier misinterpretation readily, conse-
quently affecting the registration accuracy. Thus, we con-
struct transformation-invariant geometric constraints and
capture geometric structure consistency to calibrate inlier
confidence. Extensive experiments on synthetic and real-
world datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed methods. In the future, we would like to extend
our method to crossmodality (e.g., 2D-3D) registration with
richer applications.
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